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I hope you all had a wonderful summer.
By Their Side has continued its work
through the efforts of our tireless staff,
dedicated Board and the work of our great
Personal Advocates who serve our active
members.

As people age and their mobility diminishes, we consider
how to best meet their needs while maintaining independence. First, please notice the “&” in the title. Walking and using a wheelchair are not mutually exclusive activities. People, myself included, often continue to be
able to walk when they begin using a wheelchair.

On the personal side, in July our son,
Douglas, celebrated his 48th birthday. We, his parents and
siblings are aware of the passing years. Having been sponsors for 31 years, we know the peace of mind that By Their
Side has provided all of us. I am so grateful that we joined
and that I have the opportunity to serve in some small way,
this organization.

Wheelchair usage is valuable for lessening fatigue and
preventing falls when gait is unsteady. Walking is important for circulation, balance, digestion, bone density and
muscle tone. Families and service providers can consult
with a physical therapist for recommendations on simple,
tailored exercises to support at least partially mobility.

During the past six months several events occurred that will
impact all of our loved ones. In our last issue we reported
on the Achieving a Better Life Experience (ABLE) Act and its
provisions. In summary, Governor Hogan signed the Act
into law on April 12, 2016, ensuring those with disabilities
in Maryland will have the opportunity to save money for
future disability related expenses in tax exempt bank accounts without negatively impacting needed federal means
tested benefits.
In addition, parents and siblings attending Individual Plan
meetings in recent months may have heard
about the Developmental Developmental Disabilities Administration (DDA)’s plan to transition from facility based vocational services

Wheelchair technology has come far in my lifetime, yet I
still see people, usually older people, sitting in ill-fitting,
uncomfortable looking chairs. Some chairs look like they
weigh more than the occupant! When someone needs a
wheelchair, a physician will prescribe it but the purchase
might be made without the benefit of professional consultation. Fortunately, Medicare and many insurance
companies now require the services of a seating clinic.
Let us now de-mystify the purchase of wheelchairs.
Selecting a Wheelchair
Selecting a vendor: The vendor’s staff should be certified
as Assistive Technology Professionals (ATP). This certification is required for Medicare to fund the wheelchair.
According to John Burke, ATP with Invacare, an
ATP is trained to measure the person “from hip to
knee, knee to heel, chest width, hip width, seat to
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Notably

by 2019, in favor of increased supported employment and
volunteer opportunities, and community based activities.
This is part of DDA’s long term plan to modify Maryland’s
Community Pathways Waiver and create a more flexible,
person-centered, family oriented system of supports.
Community information sessions are being planned by
DDA to provide information and gather input about these
changes.
I want to encourage all of our sponsors and friends to
attend our upcoming November 5th Annual Meeting of
families. Experts will present the details of the Able Act
and a vocational agency will discuss how it fully
transitioned to community-based services years ago. We
hope to provide an opportunity to discuss these important
changes as they apply to our members.
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axilla, seat to top of shoulder, outside shoulder width
and, in some cases, seat to top of head. A wheelchair
that fits the person assures comfort and good posture
and promotes the likelihood of self-propulsion.”
Lightweight Manual Chairs: Lightweight wheelchairs
are good for the user because they are easy to selfpropel. They also are good for caregivers who may
push the person up grades or over rough terrain and
because they can be folded and lifted into the trunk of
a car with little effort. A person is more likely to get
out and about if their wheelchair is easy to manage.
Ultralight chairs (coded K0005) can be adjusted for
improved efficiency of stroke and less stress on the
user’s shoulders.
Power Chairs: Experienced wheelchair users prefer
the term “power chair” rather than “electric chair”
since the chair promotes freedom rather than the end
of life. Power chairs are good for people who are not
able to push a chair themselves but who have the ability to control the chair with a joystick, head array or
chin controller. Control is essential for safety since
these chairs weigh several hundred pounds. Transportation requires a van, ramp or lift, and secure tiedown.
Good posture is essential: Consider sitting in a wheelchair for 12 or more hours each day. “When the
wheelchair user is slumped over, breathing, digestion,
(continued on last page)
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Family Support Award By Their Side is
honored to have been selected to
receive
the
Baltimore
County
Commission on Disabilities’ 2016 Family
Support Award, for “showing exceptional sensitivity to the
needs of families with children with disabilities to effect
positive change within the system.” Thank you to the many
parents who, through their hard work over the years,
helped By Their Side achieve this recognition!
Call for Nominations
By Their Side’s Martin Lampe
Leadership Award will be presented at the upcoming
Annual Meeting, to a person who has made an important
contribution to the lives of people with a disability and/or
their families. Please send us your nomination by October
20, including (1) contact information for you and your
nominee, (2) an explanation of why he or she should
receive this award. We will notify everyone nominated, so
please take this opportunity to honor someone who has
made a difference in your life!
Advocates at Work By Their Side Advocate Paul Mysak is
helping “Ann’s” team plan to address her increasingly
complex medical needs as she ages. He encouraged
evaluation by a specialist in Alzheimer’s and Down
Syndrome, a nutritional evaluation to address Ann’s weight
loss, and an OT evaluation of her increased sensory
sensitivity. Since Ann has also lost interest in her day
program, Paul suggested DDA funded retirement, to be
tailored to her interests. He continues to monitor that Ann
gets what she wants and needs.
Welcome, New By Their Side Advocates!
Karen Gipson has advocated for people with disabilities at
Montgomery County DHHS for 20 years, and currently
coordinates their Autism Waiver.
Gail Singletary was the first Parent Educator at Parent’s
Place, a service coordinator in Charles County, and for the
past 10 years worked for Southern Maryland DDA, most
recently as Acting Regional Director.
Rachel Sye was a Service Coordination supervisor in
Baltimore for 18 years before her new job on behalf of
victims of trafficking.
For a full listing of Advocates, visit www.bytheirside.org
DDA Notifications
Wish to stay up-to-date? Visit
dda.dhmh.maryland.gov and click “Join Our Mailing List.”
Volunteer Wanted to help develop a new Maryland Family
Network page on Facebook. Contact us!
Future Planning? Visit www.bytheirside.org for new
resources and links.

443-279-1234 info@bytheirside.org

www.bytheirside.org

By Their Side is a 501(c)3 charitable organization and contributions are tax deductible as allowed by law.

Leaving a Legacy
Have you considered naming By Their Side as a beneficiary in your will, insurance policy, or as a remainder beneficiary in
a trust? The language is simple, “Upon my death, my Personal Representative (or Trustee) shall make the following
distribution: By Their Side 7215 York Rd Suite 352, Baltimore, MD 21212 $___________.”
Join dedicated parents who, in the spirit of By Their Side’s founders, have helped to assure advocacy not only
for their own child but for others as well.
Help assure that By Their Side members have an ally to promote their wishes and new opportunities, and see
that their needs are addressed, even when their advocacy needs exceed that anticipated by their parents.
Help keep membership affordable for families.
Put 100% of your contribution to work. By Their Side is a 501(c)(3) charitable organization and is not taxed.
By Their Side has already benefited from the generosity of the families noted below. You can join our Legacy Society by
letting us know you have made plans to benefit By Their Side in the future. Help lead the way for others, by your
example, so that our Legacy Society will grow. Your planned support will help assure By Their Side members will receive
the advocacy support they need, regardless of what life may hold in store.

Annual Contribution Update
Our contributors help make By Their Side’s program and advocacy services possible.
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Would you like to designate By Their Side in a Charity Campaign?
#15134 Combined Federal Campaign
#141895828 Maryland Charity Campaign
#1810 Baltimore City Campaign
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eye contact and social interaction will be compromised,” points out Teri Litofsky, PT, ATP, SMS, Director of the
Seating Clinic at Medstar Good Samaritan Hospital. “If the postural problem is "fixed" (cannot be changed) then
the seat and back of the wheelchair would need to accommodate the issue while providing support. If the posture is "flexible" then the seat and back would help to provide correction in these areas and restore alignment.”
Seating Clinics: A physical or occupational therapist will assess the person’s posture, strength, range of motion and
skin health and recommend a wheelchair that enables the person to function as independently as possible. They
will identify a seat cushion that assures comfort, assists in positioning, prevents skin breakdown and distributes
pressure. The wheelchair vendor’s ATP must be included in the evaluation. This process is now required by Medicare and most insurance companies; Medical Assistance (Medicaid) will pay for a seating clinic with a physician’s
referral. For a list of seating clinics, contact By Their Side.
In our society, much of the narrative surrounding wheelchair use has involved pity and helplessness. Is it any wonder
that people are reluctant to use a wheelchair and settle for the cheapest model available? It’s time to replace that
perception with an understanding that wheelchairs are a means to stay actively involved in our communities when
walking becomes difficult. This truth should lead to the purchase of a product that will allow the most independence
and comfort.
Catherine Raggio, M.Ed. is a By Their Side Advocate. Catherine and By Their Side very much appreciate the assistance,
enlightenment and contributions provided by John Burke, ATP, and Teri Litofsky, PT, ATP, SMS.

INSIDE:

BY THEIR SIDE’S ANNUAL MEETING INVITATION, featuring
Introduction to ABLE Accounts
The Future of Maryland’s Center Based Vocational Services
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YOU’RE INVITED to By Their Side’s Annual Meeting of families
Date:
Time:
Place:

Saturday, November 5, 2016
11:00 am – 3:00 pm

Cost:

$20.00 per person includes Buffet Lunch

Hellas Restaurant
8498 Veterans Highway, Millersville, Maryland

The Program

“changes and opportunities”

Introduction to ABLE Accounts
ABLE Accounts will offer important new savings options for Marylanders with disabilities. Learn how
this resource can benefit your relative, complement a Special Needs Trust, and be accessed now.
Speaker: Brian Cox, Executive Director, Maryland Developmental Disabilities Council

The Future of Maryland’s Center-Based Vocational Services
Over the next few years, the Developmental Disabilities Administration is moving away from centerbased vocational service in favor of supported employment, supported volunteer work, and community
based activities. Hear what’s coming, how one agency made this transition years ago, and how you can
help plan.
Speakers:
Toni Webster and Nicole Hazel, Director of Vocational Services, Arc Northern Chesapeake Region
with a special guest to discuss DDA Plans
Directions from Baltimore

Take southbound I-97 to Exit 10B (Benefield Blvd) toward Severna Park. Turn Left onto Veterans
Highway at the first traffic signal. Hellas will be on the Left.

Directions from Washington Take Baltimore Washington Parkway/295 South to Rt 100 East. Take 100 E to I-97 South. Take Exit 10
(Benefield Blvd) toward Severna Park. Turn Left onto Veterans Highway at the first traffic signal. Hellas will be on the Left.
Some ride sharing may be available; please contact us if you need a ride.

___ ____________________________________ _____________________
By Their Side Annual Meeting Registration
Register by Monday October 31. Guests are always welcome.
Name (s) __________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________________ County: __________________ Ph:__________________
Registration enclosed ($20/person): $_____________

I would like to contribute to the Annual Meeting:

$_____________

Please note dietary restrictions, for substitutions ________________________________________________________________________________

Mail to: By Their Side 7215 York Road, Suite 352 Baltimore, MD 21212
443-279-1234
info@bytheirside.org

